
RACE BY RACE PREVIEWS: GREYVILLE POLYTRACK@2022.06.20 
 
Greyville Polytrack, 20.06.2022, Race 1, Gallops, 1400m, Poly, R100.000, 11:50GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: READY TO FLY is ready to score. She was narrowly beaten in both starts to date and it 
could be 3rd time lucky. Both MINSTREL GALLERY and VIRGINIA SWEET have been close-up in all 
their their starts and shouldn't be far off again. A COLOURFUL PAST tries the Polytrack for the first time 
and could get into the money. COPPER VIEW and SUCH A CRACKER are looking to improve on debut. 
 
Selections: 
#1 Ready To Fly, #12 Minstrel Gallery, #7 Virginia Sweet, #5 A Colourful Past 
 
Greyville Polytrack, 20.06.2022, Race 2, Gallops, 1200m, Poly, R100.000, 12:25GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: SLIM JANNIE found no support on debut but performed well when staying on for 
second. He will enjoy the extra and will come on. TIMEINTHEWOODS is still learning but could be ready 
to compete. SLURRICANE found problems in both starts and shouldn't be far off. PHAKA IMALI has 
finished consistently close-up. MINI COOP disappointed in his 2nd start but if behaves at the start could 
get into the action. POTENTE could get into the Quartet. Watch newcomer GIMME'S LADDIE. 
 
Selections: 
#3 Timeinthewoods, #1 Slim Jannie, #4 Slurricane, #10 Phaka Imali 
 
Greyville Polytrack, 20.06.2022, Race 3, Gallops, 1900m, Poly, R100.000, 13:00GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: Competitive race. GRAPHENE AEROGEL is improving with racing and the extra should 
suit. TWICE A MIRACLE has been threatening for ages and could get her just reward. TELL MY 
FORTUNE needed her last run and could get into the action. AMERICAN STYLE hasn't been far back in 
all four starts and must be respected. COLOUR CODED is running well and is one for the shortlist. LA 
DREAMER and LUCK OF THE IRIS are looking for Quartet money. 
 
Selections: 
#4 Graphene Aerogel, #1 Twice A Miracle, #6 American Style, #8 Colour Coded 
 
Greyville Polytrack, 20.06.2022, Race 4, Gallops, 1700m, Poly, R100.000, 13:35GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: KAILENE is running well in features and won her only try on this surface. The one to 
beat. Stable companions FLOWER OF SAIGON and STING RAY (claims 4kg, tries a lot further) are no 
slouches and form strong stable back-ups. SASHAY AWAY is 7kg better off with KAILENE for 3.75 
lengths and should get closer. Stablemate ONLY THE BRAVE can get into the reckoning. TOP ME UP 
HOLLY has won both at this track being fresh and could do it again. Others could get into the frame. 
 
Selections: 
#3 Kailene, #4 Sashay Away, #5 Top Me Up Holly, #6 Flower Of Saigon 
 
Greyville Polytrack, 20.06.2022, Race 5, Gallops, 1600m, Poly, R100.000, 14:10GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: Difficult to assess and most runners warrant inclusion in exotics. CIRO needed his last 
outing and could pull it off. WHAT A BLAST could get well positioned from a good draw and must be 
considered. FOREST JUMP finished ahead of him last time and has an obvious claim. Top weight 
HAPPY ARISTOCRAT has a shout if ready after a rest. PORFIRIO comes off a maiden win but has 
scope for improvement. 
 
Selections: 
#4 Ciro, #3 What A Blast, #5 Forest Jump, #8 Happy Aristocrat 
 



Greyville Polytrack, 20.06.2022, Race 6, Gallops, 1600m, Poly, R100.000, 14:45GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: Another tricky race and many with chances. CAESURA needed his last run and with a 
4kg apprentice claim could resume winning ways. BRANDENBURG cannot be ignored for money and is 
a must for exotics. TECHNO SAVVY is in form and could go in again. CAPETOWN AFFAIR is better than 
his last run. THE BAYOU, QUERARI'S COWBOY, CAFE PACIFICA and COUNT MARSH could get into 
the mix. 
 
Selections: 
#10 Caesura, #8 Brandenburg, #11 Techno Savvy, #6 Cafe Pacifica 
 
Greyville Polytrack, 20.06.2022, Race 7, Gallops, 1400m, Poly, R100.000, 15:20GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: Bar her penultimate run where she wasn't herself, BURMESE TIARA won her last three. 
She could go on. She should hold MVULAZANA but the latter needed it last time and should get closer. 
POPPY OF BAYEUX disappointed last time but is having her 3rd run after a rest and should challenge. 
MISS CHARLOTTE claims 4kg but for a wide draw could be a serious threat. Widest drawn is TIME IS 
TICKING who needed her last run but pulled up lame. Many others could find money. 
 
Selections: 
#1 Burmese Tiara, #2 Poppy Of Bayeux, #7 Mvulazana, #11 Miss Charlotte 
 
Greyville Polytrack, 20.06.2022, Race 8, Gallops, 1400m, Poly, R100.000, 15:55GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: Difficult and all runners, including reserves, must be considered. VENTUROUS (not far 
back), ICY NIGHT (better than last run), BOOGIE SHOES (needed last run), FEARLESS KITTY 
(problems last time) and OUR EMILY (finding form) are some for the shortlist. MY CHERIE AMOUR, TOP 
HONOURS and AIRBUZZ are also high up on the list to include and it doesn't stop there. 
 
Selections: 
#5 Venturous, #7 Icy Night, #9 Boogie Shoes, #1 Fearless Kitty 
 
Greyville Polytrack, 20.06.2022, Race 9, Gallops, 1000m, Poly, R100.000, 16:25GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: Wide open. ALFONSA SPAGONI has a wide draw but gets going late and could grab 
them. LESLIES PATHTOFAME found problems last time and could feature. FIERY DUKE should be 
having his peak run and could get involved. GIMME A RAINBOW ran below form last time but could get 
back on track. PACIFIC WINTER comes off a short rest and takes it fresh. HAMPTON COURT and 
reserve SILVER DUCAT warrant inclusion. 
 
Selections: 
#11 Alfonsa Spagoni, #8 Leslies Pathtofame, #5 Fiery Duke, #1 Gimme A Rainbow 
 
Best Win: #1 READY TO FLY                         
Best Value Bet: #10 CAESURA                             
Best Longshot: #10 CAESURA                             


